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three or four intelligible work- words. I can imagine that. But then he

would make a whole page of words of any particular language tkx with

spaces between them so you could read it is beyond my
imagi7tion.

Of

course, the present day evolutionists say, after all we have millions,

billions of years. Well, suppose they . like that billions of years,

I still do not think that they would produce the books in the British

Museum. If they did, I would imagine that there would be ten thousand times

as many that have been pthp&sc perhaps a page or ±wtwo written and then

discarded and then start it all over again, and what would become of all

of those? In my mind, it is ridiculous. God created a good world and

the way thlns,afetoether in this world to{ make it a habitable place for

man is simply beyond conception. That is not our subject today. That is

merely an incidental part of the situation in which thac this great turningpoint

occurred. The situation in which there was a good world here which God

had made
,1God

produced in this world.By direct creation/ He
4oroat.d

a man

and a woman and we can say that they were doubtless physically mature and

mentally able, and their knowledge e- was /not what you would have today

but their intelligence was certainly great. I h rd people say who deal

with foreign students in our universities saying, never overestimate the

knoiwedge of foreign students, never underestimate his intelligence. I

think that that is important, When we find knowledge low,

we are apt to underestimate the intelligence, and the two can be quite distinct.

Now, Adam's gknowledge was probably limited, but his intelligence was

doubtless very great. We have then a good world, a wonderful world, a

world in which work was not necessary in order to live happily. And in this

world there were two trees that were important, and I do not think most
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